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2
Introduction
”Give me a report of all our stores in Europe with comments about geographique aspect and population activ-
ities”, can say a manager of a brand. Such a huge work. But don’t be afraid because now, data mining is here to
help you. Indeed, he can work on all the data of the company with data mining algorithm, and create for marketing
departement a lot of report about companie’s activity with comments and reflexion about geographique aspect or
population (for exemple).
Hardly a week goes by without hearing of ”data” and their analysis. Each day, we have more and more data
in our society, and the place of this data is more and more important, in business world or in reseach world.
Informatic has known great upheavals, especially about data management. We have found a real interest in KDD
(Knowledge data discovery) and in data mining. That is why, we have decided to do more on this topic and to
realize a project on it.
In this report, we will give a modest description of the data mining world with the process of data mining and
a description of the mains algorithms of data mining. After, we will explain more in detail our motivation and our
goal for this project. And finally, we will explain our application and its limits.
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Chapter 1
Description and motivation
1.1 Background
First, we will introduce our project with a presentation of the area. Nowadays, data has a big importance in
decision and knowledge management. After the description of the area, we will explain our motivation and our
goal for the application.
1.1.1 The impact of data nowadays
Nowadays, because of the increase of the storage capacities, we have access to an enormous quantity of in-
formation which is not well used. If all this information could be analysed by humans, we could improve our
knowledge in many subjects or make things easier for companies and customers. This is exactly the aim of data
mining. Thanks to the new technologies, we are now able to analyse huge quantities of data and extract from them
statistics, patterns and new knowledge.
For example, by saving information about call data, mail-order addresses, sales histories, POS data, Web trans-
actions, even free-form text notes, companies are able to improve their knowledge about customers and react in
real time to their wishes.
In science research, scientists can be able to make patterns with data from previous experiences and, then,
predict with precision how nature works.
Data mining is also used in the field of texts retrieval, known as text mining, to compare, classify and search
documents belonging to a subject using key words, statistics and artificial intelligence algorithms.
For this project, we focus on clustering, which is one of many field of data mining.
1.1.2 The use of data mining
In the business area, companies today are using data mining to reduce fraud, anticipate resource demand, in
general increase their performance.
With powerful software like SAS and Business Objects, companies can use demographic data and customer
buying patterns to seek and retain profitable customers by anticipating and fulfilling their needs. For example,
in the American firm ”Wal-Mart”, they save all the information that we can have on our bill. So now, they have
on average 500 Tera bytes of data and they can find many rules (like the famous one: ”a guy shopping Saturday
evening who buy some diapers, buy also some beers”). We can see that with all this data, we are able to increase
our knowledge about the behaviour of consumer.
The medical industry uses data mining to predict the effectiveness of surgical procedures, medical tests and
medications. Retailers use data mining to assess the effectiveness of coupons and special events, and predict
which offers are most appropriate for different consumers. [Thearling.com]
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1.2 Motivation
In our university, we have courses on business intelligence. After learning different methods of data mining and
after seeing their powerful, we are now really interesting in data mining and in how to extract information of data.
1.2.1 The topic
The goal of our project is to implement software for people who have data and who would like to extract
information of those. Nowadays, there are many small companies who have a lot of data and who want information
about these data, but sometime, it is not really easy. We can find a lot of data mining’s software but it could be
expensive or not really easy to use.
So, the aim of this project is, on one hand, to improve our knowledge about data-mining and on the other hand,
to offers an application in order to give easily information about user’s data.
But, it is not only an application for data-mining; there is also a queries engine (requetor). After our training
placement in different firms (bank), we have seen that queries are really important, and most of consumer of
information (in the firm) just want the result in table form. So, most of the time, it correspond to a simple query
but on a huge database. Consequently, in our software, we would like to implement a queries engine to practise
easily some SQL on the database of the user. Moreover, we also would like to offer the possibility to save the
queries. In fact, most of the queries are recurrent, so we think that it is a good idea to have something to save these
current queries.
1.2.2 Motivation for this project
Let’s now explain the motivation of this project. To begin, the main reason is about our knowledge in database
system and data-mining algorithms. We think that it a really good subject and it is very useful. With the evolution
of all the information system and the importance of data, a project about data-mining is really interesting.
Moreover, we would like to design software with a simple interface because, there already exist software for
data-mining (enterprise guide SAS, platform Business Object) but it is just for big company, and this kind of
software are really expensive. For us, it is important to implement an simple application for user, with a database.
This application is designed for a simple utilisation, with queries engine and possibility to apply some data-mining
algorithms.
However, about the data-mining algorithms, it is just algorithms in order to give some information about the
data (clustering or association rules). We have decided to not implement algorithms about real decision like
decision tree. Indeed, this kind of algorithms is useful if you want to create rules on your dataset. That is means
that you already have your dataset, and you want to apply an algorithm in order to find rules. Our goal is not
to implement algorithm which can create rules, it is just algorithm which give information on the dataset (like
creation of clusters).
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Definition of data mining
First, we want to give a small definition of data mining. Indeed, we can wonder what is data mining. Usely, data
mining (or KDD for Knowledge Discodery in Databases) is a process of extraction of useful information. It uses
different domains like machine learning and statistical. Most of the time, in order to have an easy comprehension
of the meaning of data, it also uses many visualization techniques.[Report Data mining]
Because databases are more and more important with the augmentation of the capacity of storage, it is very
difficult for people to study them. That is why Data Mining accelerates this process. Moreover it can work on
very big database in a minimum of time.
Data mining techniques are the result of a long process of research (here, you have the evolution of data mining
cf. fig2.1). The first interest was when business data was first stored on computers. Nowaday, data mining has a
real interest for business for exemple because, it is supported on three main thechnologies which are now mature
[Report Data mining] :
• Massive data collection (with the evolution of capacity of storage)
• Powerful multiprocessor computers (with the evolution of computer technology)
• Data mining algorithms (with all the research on these algorithms)
Generally, Data-Mining has a reason to be everywhere where there is a lot of information. Here some examples
of use of data mining:
• to analyze the behaviours of the consumers, seek similarities of the consumers according to geographical
criteria, cross sale and selective activation with the discount cards, optimization of restocking.
• in the pharmaceutical laboratories to determinate the best therapies (with decision trees)
• in the banks to have a search for frauds or the authorization of credit, but also in the insurances, aeronautics,
cars, industry, transport, telecommunications, energy and in a lot of other domain.
Companies are more and more interested in Data-mining. Because it’s quite common that the first applications
of data mining generate more than ten times the investment which they will have required without it, especially
with a return on investment of approximately a month!
With this small introduction, we can see that data mining is now pretty commun and really useful in many
domains, as we can read just before. With the evolution of computer, the evolution of data and the evolution of the
data mining algorithms, we are now in a world where we are able to understand the meaning of a huge database.
So, we hace decided to do a project linked with data mining, because we think that information is really important
in order to take the right decision, and if a computer can help us for that, it can be good.
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of data mining [Thearling.com]
2.2 Data mining Process
2.2.1 Introduction
We will now talk on the data mining process. Indeed, data mining algorithm and data mining process are
two very different things. The data mining algorithm is just an algorithm and for sure, it is not an ”intelligent
algorithm”. We just want to say that before run the algorithm, you have to realize different stages about data and
model (data retrieval). Moreover, in order to increase knowledge, it is sometimes necessary to repeat some of
those phases. We will now explain the different stages which compose the data mining process.
2.2.2 Data retrieval
The objective in this section is to determine the general structure of the Data. It is very important to work on
the data before the data mining algorithm. We can easily find wrong result if we work on a bad dataset. For
example, if we work on a dataset about the weather in danemark and we run a decision tree in order to predict
temperature. But, we only train it on the temperature on the two last years, we will for sure have some bad
prediction because of the too restrictive training dataset. That is why, the part on the data is maybe the most
important phase [Report Data mining].
Investigation
This part is the first step of the work on data. It is the search for an optimal dataset in order to explain your
problematic. It is really important to find the best attributes to build a good dataset. For this phase, people works
with experts of the domain studied because, a lot of time, people who work on data mining process haven’t any
knowledge about the domain.
Always with the same exemple, if we want to create a dataset in order to study danish weather, but we don’t
really know what are the mains attributs (temperature, humidity, ...), then, we just have to work with an expert of
weather and build the dataset together.
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2.2.3 Selection of pertinent data
This phase of collect and selection can be a considerable work. It can be 80 % of the work of the process of data
mining. Moreover, some studies require the organization of a plan of data-gathering: qualitative talks, creation of
programs to intercept data.
This phase is really important too, because the selection of pertinent data will determine the pertinence of the
result. As we can read in books about this part is to avoid the trap of GIGO: ”Garbage In - Garbage Out”, because
errors of input induce errors of output.
Sample or exhaustiveness
When people work on data mining project, they have to choose between sample or exhaustiveness of dataset. It
depends on what do they need at the end. If it is a project about general tendencies of consumer or other general
research, work on a sample can be enought. However, if they have to work for a big project and if they want to
know something very specific, work on a huge database can be better. But, if they want to work on a huge dataset,
it means that they spent a lot of money on computer and database and a lot of time to have this dataset.
With the same exemple about the weather in Danemark, if we want to have something about the different
seasons, you coul’d work on a sample, however, if we want to predict the temperature for each day, it is probably
better to work on a huge database because there will be a better precision.
2.2.4 Process of Cleaning
We will now talk about the process of cleaning. It is the second main phase before running the algorithm. Now,
we have our dataset for our project, but it is not finished yet. We now have to clean the data because a lot of time,
there are errors in data entries, field null or abberant values. In order to increase knowledge, we have to clean the
data and after we can work on a good dataset.
The aberrant values
The first stage of the cleaning of data consists in seeking the aberrant values. For that, there are three principal
techniques:
• The simplest consists in isolating the peaks from some values in a statistical distribution.
• The most usual consists in defining a space ranging between the average and a number of standard deviation,
and excluding all the values higher. The procedure of exclusion makes it safe, but it could exclude too much
values.
• The last approach, more complex, consists in building a first score, then thanks to statistical indicators,
examining all the examples which contribute in a too strong way to the constitution of this score. An
abnormal level of contribution is often revealing of data aberrant.
Missing Values
This second part is about the missing values. Actually, the absence of values is not appropriate for all data
mining algorithm. Moreover, it could give a wrong result. But these values (missing values) pose a problem :
what are we doing with these values ? There are different way to solve the problem [Report Data mining] :
Delete the incomplete record : This first method, very restrictive, consists in excluding all missing values. How-
ever, it is not the best solution because, when we exclude values, we reduce the sample or the dataset and
we can lost some information on the other attribut of this values. For exemple, we haven’t the temperature
of august 2005 in our dataset, so we delete all the temperature of 2005, but this year is probably important
for our project.
replace the miss data : The second method replaces the data absent by a value. This values can be chosen by the
user (replaced by the average) or can be calculated (replaced by the result of a formula of score).
Manage the miss valor : When the absence of data is acceptable by the model, the algorithms generally make
it possible to manage the missing value. After, each algorithm has his own solution to manage the missing
values.
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Conclusion
The first main step is now finished. We can see that is not a simple phase but it is really important in order to
work on a good dataset and to increase the fiability of the result. This part is sometime quite long but necessary.
Now we have a good dataset, we have the right attribut and we have clean data. But, the process is not finished
yet, we have now to choose the right, or the most appropriate model.
2.2.5 Seek model
Introduction
Now, we will talk about the model. As we have said before, we have now a good dataset, and it is time now to
choose a model for our project. The choice of the algorithms is determining for the performance of the model.
In order to position the different techniques of modelling, there are three large poles:
• The search of the models based on equations, with function which combines the variables.
• Logical analysis which try to decompose the problem in successive sub-problem to build a structured rea-
soning.
• Techniques of projection, which try to find principal factor (combinaison of many variables) to create a
more simple description.
Equations models
First, we will talk about the equation models. It breaks up into two branches:
• The branch resulting from the statistics with the techniques of linear or logistic regression, the discriminating
analysis.
• The branch resulting from the neuronal techniques.
Nowaday, the most model used is the statistic one, with the linear regression or the discriminating analysis
(scoring). This technique is really good, but it is for initiate people, because it is sometimes complex equation and
generally, complex statistics.
Logic analysis
This model is based on the logic decision. It just try to find a conclusion with facts. It also breaks up into two
branches which represent two methods of inference:
• The analytical method consists in building a series from conclusions starting from the facts. All the conclu-
sions will not be true to 100%, but the distribution of the facts within a conclusion (97% without defect and
3% with defect) makes it possible to build a diagnosis:
June is sunny in Danemark,
July is sunny in Danemark,
August is sunny in Danemark,
Summer is sunny in Danemark (100% true)
• The deduction method seeks, starting from a list of deduction, to build diagnostic:
All august in Danemark are sunny,
We are in august in Danemark,
Therefore it is sunny.
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The deduction methods are still quite new but it is a good model because it tend to limit the size of
a decision trees. Indeed, in this model, we are always looking for the most important element, the most
determining. We can find some similarities in the genetic algorithms, by trying to find what element is
responsible of the changing.
2.2.6 Conclusion
In this part, we have seen the importance of the dataset in the data mining process. Indeed, the data are the most
important thing in data mining, because without data, we cannot do anything, and if we work on a bad dataset,
we will probably have wrong results. After, we have seen the importance of the model too. There are different
models for different kind of project and different kind of data (quantitative like the temperature or qualitative like
the color the sky).
Now, we know on what kind of data we are suppose to work. But it is not finished. We have to choose the
data mining algorithm, because, there are many algorithms, and each are very different in which result they give.
Moreover, some algorithms cannot be used with specific data, like, if we have qualitative data, we cannot use all
the algorithms, espacially clustering. In order to have the best view of the different possibilities, let’s talk about
the data mining algorithms.
2.3 Data mining techniques
2.3.1 Introduction
For this part, we will talk on data mining algorithms. We will just give a small presentation of the main
algorithms that are in the ”data mining world”. So, we will explain the clustering, after give a presentation of the
decision trees, association rules and finally, the neural network.
2.3.2 Clustering
In this first part, we will explain the clustering in general, because clustering is a huge world and we can find a
lot of algorithms linked with clustering.
First, we can wonder what is clustering. So, it is a methods which divide data into groups. In these groups,
called clusters, we can find object with similarities. The aim of the clustering is to create a representation of data
in groups. So, after, we are able to find information about data because we know the different group and we know
the object which are similar. However, with this kind of algorithm, we can lost some information, but, generally,
it is a good algorithm in order to find group in population for exemple.
In the clustering, we have different kind of algorithm. We can find hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering.
The first, the hierarchical one, create tree, with each step of the agregation. So, with this tree, we can decide
ourself how many clusters do we want. Indeed, we have to cut our tree and we will have down the different group.
If we cut the tree on the base, we will have all the object, and if we cut on the top, we will have just one cluster
with all the object inside.
Clustering is a unsupervised algorithm, so, there is no correct answer, it depends on the algorithm and on the
distance used.
We can wonder now, how the algorithm can create group, what is the rule. In order to create cluster, the
algorithm has to define Distance Measures. With those distances, the algorithm is able to compare different
objects from the dataset and after, it takes the smalest distance and it creates a cluster with these two objects.
In order to know more about those distance measures, we will give a small explication with mathematics
definitions.
Distance Measures
So, as we have said just before, in order to discuss if a set of points is close enough to be considered as a cluster,
we need a distance measure D(x;y) that tells how far points x and y are. The usual axioms for a distance measure
D are [Data mining courses]:
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1. D(x; y)≥0. A distance is always positive.
2. D(x; x) = 0. A point is distance 0 from itself.
3. D(x; y) = D(y; x). Distance is symmetric.
4. D(x; y)≤D(x; z) + D(z; y). The triangle inequality.
Now we have the usual axioms for a distance measure D(x;y), but how calculate the distance between two point
x = [x1; x2; ...; xk ] and y = [y1; y2; ...; yk].
Here, you have the main distance used in clustering algorithm [Data mining courses] :
1. Common distance (L2norm):
√∑k
i=1(xi − yi)2.
2. Manhattan distance (L1norm):
∑k
i=1 |xi − yi|.
3. Max of dimensions (L∞norm): maxki=1 |xi − yi|.
Moreover, we need to define distances (linkage) between groups of objects (groups of points). So, we have the
main distances which are used in different clustering algorithms (A and B are two groupes of points) :
1. Simple linkage d(A, B): mini∈A,j∈B(di,j).
2. Complete linkage d(A, B): maxi∈A,j∈B(di,j).
3. Average linkage d(A, B): 1ΩA.ΩB .di,j .
4. Ward linkage d(A, B): ωA.ωB
ωA+ωB
.di,j .
Where ΩA = Card(A) and ωA = weight A
Example
In order to explain how to calcul the distance between two object, a example is perhaps the best way. So we can
consider two point x and y [Thearling.com].
x = [2; 0; 3; 1]
y = [5; 3; 2; 0]
The product x.y is
2× 5 + 0× 3 + 3× 2 + 1× 0 = 16,
the length of the first vector is
√
22 + 02 + 32 + 12 =
√
14
and the length of the second is
√
52 + 32 + 22 + 02 =
√
38.
So the distance between the two vectors is :
D(x; y) = 1− 16√
14.
√
38
= 0, 304
We have now the distance between these two object, we can do that for all the object of the dataset, and after,
we will compare the distance, and we will find the smallest distance. With these two points, we can create the first
cluster.
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Z-score
Before using the algorithm on data it is important to be sure that all the data will have the same weight in the
groups. Therefore we have to normalize data using the zScore method. For each attribute of each object we will
calculate its zScore. The zScore is calculated using the following formula [Clustering courses] :
Zij =
Xij−Mi
Si
Where Zij and Xij are the zScore and the initial value of the attribute j of the object number i, and Mj is the
mean of the attribute j and Sj its standard deviation. If we don’t do this manipulation, an attribute which takes its
values between 0 and 10 will not have the same importance, in the choice of the groups, than an attribute which
takes its values between 0 and 1000.
The k-means algorithms
Let now talking with the main clustering algorithm : The k-means algorithm. The aim of this algorithm is, like
all the clustering algorithm, to create cluster. In order to create cluster, this algorithm calculs distance between all
the point and the different ”centroid”. In fact, before run the algorithm, we have to choose the number of cluster
that we want. So, we have ramdomed point to decide the centroid.
This algorithm is a popular main-memory algorithm. k-means picks k cluster centroids and assigns points to
the clusters by picking the closest centroid to the point in question. As points are assigned to clusters, the centroid
of the cluster may migrate [Clustering courses].
The k-means algorithm is made of four steps :
• Choice of k objects (c1, c2..., ck) which will be the centers of the k clusters (C1, C2, ...., CK), with k, the
number of clusters wanted by the user.
• For each objects of the population, it is assigned to the cluster which is the closest using a distance measure
D(xn; x), where x is the object and n in [1..k]).
• For each clusters, Calculation of the new center (the barycenter).
• Go back to the step 2 with the new centers of the clusters.
The algorithm stops when there are no new assignments of objects or after a number of iteration chosen by the
user.
Example of k-means :
Population :
P = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17
• Step 1 : We choose 3 random objects which will be the centers of the clusters.
c1 = 3,
c2 = 4,
c3 = 9
(centers of clusters C1, C2, C3)
• Step 2 :Assignation of the objects to the closest cluster using the Manhattan distance :
C1 = 1, 2, 3
C2 = 4, 6
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C3 = 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17
• Step 3 : New centers : c1 = 2, c2 = 5, c3 = 12.57
Iteration 2 :
• Step 2 : New assignations :
C1 = 1, 2, 3
C2 = 4, 6, 8
C3 = 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17
• Step 3 : New centers : c1 = 2, c2 = 6, c3 = 13.33
Iteration 3 :
• Step 2 : New assignations :
C1 = 1, 2, 3, 4
C2 = 6, 8, 9
C3 = 11, 12, 15, 16, 17
• Step 3 : New centers : c1 = 2.5, c2 = 7.66, c3 = 14.2
Iteration 4 : Step 2 : There is no new assignations
C1 = 1, 2, 3, 4
C2 = 6, 8, 9
C3 = 11, 12, 15, 16, 17
End of the algorithm.
The 3 clusters are :
C1 = 1, 2, 3, 4
C2 = 6, 8, 9
C3 = 11, 12, 15, 16, 17
This algorithm is quite efficient, and can be use easily. The need of choosing the number of clusters
can be seen as a weakness but make the algorithm working realy faster compared to the one of hierarchical
clustering for exemple.
Exemple of Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Here, we can explain the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering with an exemple. We will work on a dataset about
the consummation of population. We have here a description of the different groups of people which are studying
[Project AVL]:
HAUS : men worker from USA
FAUS : women worker from USA
FNAU : women non-worker from USA
HMUS : men maried from USA
FMUS : women maried from USA
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FCUS : women single from USA
HCUS : men single from USA
HAWE : men worker from west country
FAWE : women worker from west country
FNAW : women Non worker from west country
HMWE : men maried from west country
FMWE : women maried from west country
HCWE : men single from west country
FCWE : women single from west country
HAES : men worker from east country
FAES : women worker from east country
FNAE : women Non worker from east country
HMES : men maried from east country
FMES : women maried from east country
HCES : men single from east country
FCES : women single from east country
HAYO : men worker from Yougoslavie
FAYO : women worker from Yougoslavie
FNAY : women Non worker from Yougoslavie
HMYO : men maried from Yougoslavie
FMYO : women maried from Yougoslavie
HCYO : men single from Yougoslavie
FCYO : women single from Yougoslavie
Here, we have the representation of the Hierarchical Clustering on this dataset. We can easely find group of
individus. In the algorithm used, we used the ward distance to calcul the different distance (cf. fig2.2).
2.3.3 Association rules
Presentation
Here, we will talk about an other famous data mining algorithm, Association rules. But, what is Association
rules? The aim of the associations rules is to build a model showing the links between data in a dataset. For
exemple, an association rule can be basicaly seen as a sentence like :
 if Conditions then Result .
The association rules are used in order to create rules that we can use to predict something. It is really common
to use this algorithm in business, especially about consumers behaviour. Indeed, nowadays we have a lot of data
and with all this data, we can create some rules and we are able to understand more our behaviour.
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Figure 2.2: Example CAH from ”AVL project” [?]
How it works ?
We can wonder how it works. It is very simple. As we know, nowaday, we have a lot of data and now we
know that in these data, we can find information. When we have all this data, we can predict events because they
have already happend, and, if it is true more than specific time, it could be true the next time. It is the principe of
the association rules. This algorithm try to find recurrent combinaison of objects and after, it gives the rule like a
common rule from this dataset. For exemple, with a dataset about the danish weather, if in this dataset, each first
august of all years, the temperature is 30◦C, the algorithm probably gives the rules :
”if you are in Danemark the first august, the temperature is 30◦C”
But, there is something more. Indeed, in order to test if a rules is available, the algorithm has two indicators
that it repects. There are two main indicators, the support and the confidence.
The first, the support, is the number of event that we can count in the dataset, and the second, the confidence,
is the number of rules we can find with the same result (right part of the rule) as the rule studied [Thearling.com].
For exemple, we examine just the rule A− > B in a dataset.
Supp(A− > B) = P (A, B) = n(A−>B)
n
Conf(A− > B) = P (AB)
P (A)
How can we build this model ?
In order to create the rules, we need a training dataset. Indeed, we need a dataset on which we can find rules.
After, in order to know of the rules is avaible, we test the support and the confidence of the rule. If the support and
the confidence are more than a specific values (0.9), we valid the rule.
So now, we have the rule and if we have the same first part of the rule (the left part), we can predict the result.
With this algorithm, we can find a lot of rules and sometime, it is not very useful rules. One of the most famous
rules is one from Wall Mart in USA because it show how a rule can be unuseful : ”a guy shopping Sturday evening,
who buy some diapers, buy also some beers”. We can wonder what can we do with a rule like that.
Conclusion
Here, we just have a very short description of the association rules algorithm. But we can see the interest of this
algorithm and its limits. First, one more time, we can see the importance of the data, because, the algorithm create
rules on the training dataset, it learns all the rules with this dataset, so if we give somrthing wrong, we will have
something wrong. Otherwise, this algorithm is really good to make prediction and the result is pretty simple, so
we can easily understand the result.
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However, in order to create really good rule, with a good reality, we need a huge training dataset, because,
imagine, we have a dataset with only 3 months (for the danish weather). The algorithm will give us some rules,
but really unuseful because wrong. So, it is the first limit here.
And there is an other limit, that we have seen just before. This algorithm can give us some non interesting
rules, so in this case, it is not really useful.
2.3.4 Decision trees
Let’s now talk with an other important data mining algorithm, decision trees. As its names implies, this algo-
rithm build a tree. Actually, it is a predictive tree. It is quite similar with the association rules algorithm but here,
we have to choose which object we would like to predict.
Introduction
So, a decision tree is a hierarchical sequence of logical rules. A the top of the tree, we have all the objects. In
order to create a first step and divide this first cluster into many cluster, there is a question on one of the attribut.
After, we have as many cluster that we have answer to the question. At the end, we have the prediction (cf. fig2.3).
So, a decision tree realize a classification of the dataset, and after the creation of the tree, we can predict one
object if we have all the other object. For example, with the danish weather, we can build a tree with a training
dataset (or learning dataset) and predict the temperature. The first question could be about the month, the second
could be about the day of the month and after, we have a prediction of the temperature of this day [Thearling.com].
Figure 2.3: Representation of tree
We have to notice some interesting things about the tree:
• It divides the data without losing any of the data.
• It is pretty easy to understand how the model is being built (in contrast to the models from neural networks).
• It would also be pretty easy to use this model if you actually had to target customers.
The purpose of decision trees
The purpose of decision tree is pretty simple. It aims to give you an answer about an object of your dataset. If
we collect data during a long time, we have a lot of information, but we have to formulize it, so decision tree can
help us about that. With this simple representation, we can easily predict the value of one of the objects thanks to
our experience from the training dataset.
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The used of decision trees
There are a lot of utilisations of decision tree. First, as we have seen just before, we can use decision tree for
a prediction of the weather. Indeed, now we are able to collect an important amount of data, and thanks to these
data, we are now able to learn a kind of scheme and predict the weather.
But, we can also use decision tree in a medical way. One more time, nowadays, we have a lot of data about
the patient and their reaction. So, we can build tree and predict a disease with all the symptoms. But it is just
experimental, because there still have problem about ethics that, people prefer having prediction from a doctor
than from a computer.
How can we build a decision tree
We are now interesting on how can we build a decesion tree. First, we need a training dataset to build the tree.
After, we have to decide which data we woul like to predict. Now, we have both, we are ready to build the tree.
We are on the top the tree with all the object of our training dataset except the objet we want to predict. In order
to have the best and shorter tree, we have to think about the first question.
In fact, for each question, we have to choose the best question, the one will give us the best information, that
means the question that will create homogeneous cluster. For that, we calcule the entropie of each object. We
choose the best entropie (between 0 and 1). The entropie is at 1 when the question divides the data in two cluster
with the same number of object.
For each step, we recalcule the entropie, and at the end, we have the best tree and the fastest tree in order to
find the result, the prediction.
Conclusion
In this part we have seen what is a decision tree. It is one of the most famous algorithm in the data mining world,
and it is a really good algorithm to predict events. The important thing is that a decision tree is really simple to
understand, and the representation is pretty clear.
However, like with the association rules, we need a training dataset, so, we have to take care about this training
dataset. In fact, if we haven’t enought data or wrong data in the dataset, we could created a wrong tree.
But generally, this algorithm is really appriciate for its clarity and its simplicity.
2.3.5 Neural network
Let’s now talk with Neural network. First, it is better to speak about ”artificial neural network”, because neural
is a biological system, so it is better to use artificial. The goal of an artificial neural network is to make prediction,
like the decision trees or the association rules. Moreover, it is quite the same principe in the way of it is an
algorithm which learns something with a training dataset and can after make some predictions (cf. fig??).
Artificial neural network derive its name from historical research. It started with the research about the human
brain, scientists try to find how work the human brain to transcript on computer [Thearling.com].
Figure 2.4: Representation of a neural
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How is the neural net model created?
An artificial neural network is created by presenting some records from the training dataset, with all the values.
The artificial neural network try to find relation, influence and equation in order to obtain the correct answer. For
the first part of this work, the learning part, artificial neural network always compares its result with the right result
and modifies its way to calculate the answer.
When the artificial neural network always have a rectification that is less than a specific values, we have now
a good artificial neural network which make some good predictions.
How does a neural net make a prediction?
In order to know how an artificial neural network works and makes the prediction it is both very complicated
and very easy. In fact, we don’t know exactly what happen in the neural network, but we know that this algorithm
learns something with the training set, so, he is able to make a prediction (cf. fig2.5).
Figure 2.5: Neural prediction
2.4 Conclusion
Finally, in this chapter, we have seen all the theory that we need for a data mining project. We can see that it is
not really simple and that we have to respect many process to be sure that we will have the best results. The first
step is about the data and it is a really important phase, because, all data mining algorithms are based on dataset.
That is why, we have a lot work on data (cleaning data, good selection of data, ...).
After this part on the data, we have seen the importance of choosing an appropriate algorithm. In fact, it
depends on what result we would like to have, what kind of data we work on and what we would like to do. So, it
is an important part for the project.
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Chapter 3
Analysis and Design
3.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with an analysis of our project and the motivation of our choices. In a first time, we will
explain our choice about the queries engine and about the clustering algorithm implemented. In a second time, we
will motive our choice about the language used and the different functionalities offered by this application.
3.1.1 Why the queries engine ?
Indeed, we have implemented a queries engine, and we can wonder what is the aim of this application. As we
explain in the first chapter, the capacity of storage increase each day and now, we can have a lot of data. The first
step in data mining and in general when we have to explore data and look for information is to know what is data
about. So, SQL’s language is the most famous language for the extraction of data in a database. However, for
people who don’t who this language, they cannot have the information. Here we have the two mains reasons of
the implemention of this application. First, we have created a very simple application (with a simple interface)
in order to ask the database, and with this application, user can have information about his database. He can be
aware of the meaning of the data.
We have also implemented this queries engine in order to prepare the dataset to the data mining. Indeed,
sometimes, you would like to realise data mining but just on a part of your database. So, you can use the first
application of the project in order to extract exactly what you want. For exemple, you have a dataset on the
result of medical experience. So, in this dataset, you could have the sexe of the patient, the age and many result
on medical aspect. Your mission is to find group on people (similarity between those people) and you have to
compare the result for men and women. So, with the queries engine, you can create a query group by sexe, and
you will be able to compare your result.
3.1.2 Why this algorithm ?
We will now talk about the clustering algorithm. Why we have chosen this algorithm and not the other. Indeed,
we have implemented a clustering algorithm. The first reason is because we wanted to implement an algorithm
to give information about data, and direct information. It is mean that with this algorithm, we are able to give
information with the creation of cluster. With all the cluster, the user can have a better view on his dataset, and
can easy understand some behaviour of customer for exemple. Contrary to the other algorithm (decision trees,
association rules or neural network), clustering algorithm is a non-supervisor algorithm. You just have to interpret
the different cluster you obtain. Whereas with for exemple the decision trees, you have to know, which values you
want to predict and you need a training dataset in order to create your tree.
We have decided to implement just one algorithm of data mining because we think that an other algorithm will
perhaps not useful. We just want to give simple information about the dataset, and we don’t want to create any
decision rules. If there were an other algorithm (supervised algorithm), the comparaison that we could make will
be difficult and maybe not useful.
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So, we have implemented one algorithm in order to create cluster and give information by the means of this
cluster. However, with our application, we cannot make some real prediction that a neural network can do. But, it
is possible to predict some behaviour with the cluster because you know how group of people, so you can predict
some event if you know the reaction of the others people in the same cluster.
3.2 Tools for implementation
3.2.1 What and why this language
For the implementation of this project, we have decided to use the php language. There are many reasons about
this decision. First, it is because we want that this apllication can be used on a web site. Our goal is to offer a
data mining application for non-initiate people. So people can discover data mining and especially the utility of
data mining with an application on the web. In order to offer this service and to put easely this application on a
web site, we have decided to do it in php language. Moreover, most of the non initiate people have a database in
mySQL, so, php is particulary adapted to mysql database.
3.2.2 What and why this database
We have decided to work on mySQL database. Indeed, we have decided that because there are a lot of pos-
sibilities with php to work on a mySQL database. However, it is not the most important part of this application
because we can also create easely a connection to a PostgreSQL database in changing the function connection. It
is not or goal, but we could implement in first function the choice of the database (if it is a MySQL database or a
PostgreSQL for exemple).
After the connection to the database, all the queries are in SQL, that is why we haved created a function
”connection.php” where we could implement something in order to have the choice of the database. In this file,
we have implemented a function for the execution of query, so if there are many different database, other function
for other database can be created just in one file for all the programm.
3.3 Interface and functionalities of the software
3.3.1 The queries engine
Now, we will talk about the queries engine and the different functionalities. So at the begining, user has to
choose his database. In order to create the connection to the user’s database server, he has to give his login and
password. When the connection can be created, the user has to choose the database he want to use. After that, he
just arrive on a page with many options.
• First, he can see all the data of the table he has on this database. Actually, on this page, the user can see all
the table he has on his database. For each table, he can see all the rows he has on this table and moreover,
he can see all the data he has for each table.
• He can also change the database if it is necessary. We have decided to leave to possibility of changing
the database, because, if the user doesn’t really know what he can find on this database, he still has the
possibility to change the database.
• User has a text area where he can write his own queries in SQL language. We have decided to implement
this SQL prompt because it can be very useful for people who know this language and if you have a simple
query like : ”Select * from Table; ”.
• However, if he don’t know this language, he can also check the different attribut of tables that he want to
examine. For non initiat people, there is the possibility to choose the different attribut in order to create a
”virtual table”.
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After, he has a new page where he has to define the relation between the table (foreign key, primary key). In
fact, in order to create the SQL query, we need to know the relation between table if we have to define a natural
join.
After, he can put some condition on the different attributs selected. In fact, he can create condition like egual
to a value (value chosen among all the values there are in this attribut), more or less than a values, between two
values or in a list. He can also decide to not put condition with the option ”nothing”.
Finally, the user just create a SQL query without any knowledge on this language. With the result, he can now
relize some data mining with the other algorithm we have implemented.
3.3.2 Data-mining algorithms
The clustering algorithm that we have chosen for this application is the k-means algorithm. The main idea when
we were deciding which algorithm to use, was that it should be simple to use so users won?t have to much choices
to do. This is why we have chosen the k-means algorithm which just needs from the user the number of clusters
that he wants.
Thus to run the k-means algorithm in our program, the user just has to give the number of clusters that he wants.
Then, the mean Zscore (i.e., the number of standard deviations from the mean) for each object will be calculated.
The k random centers for clusters will be generated and each object will be assigned to a group depending on its
distance from the centers. The distance measure that we have decided to use is the Manhattan one which is simple
to implement and which is better when there is no physical links between the different attribute of the objects (in
opposite to the common distance which is used to calculate a physical distance) [Clustering courses].
When it will be done, the barycenter of each cluster will be calculated and will become the new center of the
cluster. Each object will be reassigned to the clusters and it will continue like that until there is no new assignation
of the objects or until the number of iteration reach a specific number (100 in our case).
Obviously, the results depend of the initial random centers but this algorithm gives good results when there is
good amount of objects.
3.3.3 Dataset
For this, in order to test the algorithm, we have decided to work with tree datasets. Now, we will give a small
description of these 3 datasets :
• The first dataset is Onu1970. This dataset gives a description of population on different daily activities. For
example, we can have the description on the simple men from US about their groceries, their time used to
commute, their time spent at work, ...,[Data mining courses].
• The second dataset is USArrest, which is a dataset about criminal activity in USA. We can find the result of
different state from US on murder, rape, ..., [Data mining courses].
• The last dataset is a small dataset that we have built. It is just some point in space in order to test that the
k-means algorithm gives the right cluster.
3.4 Analysis and limits of the data mining algorithm
3.4.1 Introduction
We have made a basic implementation of the k-means algorithm. Our implementation works quite well but
there is some interesting points which we want to discuss about.
In this part we will talk about points which, we think, are a limit in our implementation of k-means or in the
use of the program, and how we could ameliorate them.
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3.4.2 Analysis
Problem with the choice of k
First, we want to explain and to make an analysis about our data mining algorithm. Indeed, our algorithm works
quite well but there still have problem.
To begin, in our apllication, we have to choose the number of the cluster that we would like to have. However,
most of the time, we don’t really know the data, because we want to learn more with k-means. Then, if we know
nothing about the data, we can wonder how determinate the right number of cluster. In fact, if in the data we can
have two cluster, and we choose 4 cluster, our application will give us four clusters and we will think that in this
dataset, there are four clusters, but it is wrong.
In order to solve this problem, we have decided to give some measure. First, we give the ”distance intra-
cluster” of each cluster, and we give the ”distance inter-cluster” between all the cluster. For example, we work on
a dataset wich contains two main groups, but we don’t know it, and we run the k-means algorithm with 4 clusters.
Thanks to the ”distance inter-cluster”, we will able to understand that there are probably less than four groups. We
can see an example on the next figure (cf. fig3.1).
Figure 3.1: Representation of the example
But, we have thought to one other solution. Instead of asking the user to a sprecific number of cluster, we could
ask for an intervalle of cluster. For exemple, we can ask for the best clustering with between 1 and 50 clusters.
Then, the algorithm will run for all the solution (from 1 cluster to 50 clusters) and will give to best solution. But
can it determine the best solution. However, it could take a long time for very large datasets, then, we could
imagine to only do this research of a part of the dataset.
The principe of clustering is to have different clusters, and each very different from the other, and really similar
inside. So, the algorithm could compare all the ”distance inter-cluster” and all the ”distance intra-cluster” in order
to give the best solution. In fact, it could find the number of cluster that will maximize the ”distance inter-cluster”
and minimize the ”distance intra-cluster”. Then, at the end, we will have the best clustering of our dataset.
Ramdom center generation
First of all, the generation of random centers for each clusters at the beginning of the algorithm has the advantage
of being easy to do and quite efficient. But, because they are random points, it works sometime better than some
others times. For example, for two executions of the algorithm with the same amount of clusters and the same
data, the first time, the random center points can be spread far from each other and, the second time, they will
be spread really close to each others. In the first case, the algorithm will work well because, at the first iteration,
groups will be homogenous and some of them will be already designed and the algorithm will need a few amount
of iteration to assign all the points in stable groups. In the second case, groups will not be homogenous at the first
iteration so it will take more time to execute the algorithm and groups will probably not be the best groups that we
could find.
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Instead of the random generation, we could try to spread the center points on all the ensemble of the population,
by maximising the distance between each others. But then it might be long in time to calculate all the distances
between points of the population.
We could also spread the point on all the ensemble of the population by trying to get a homogenous distribution
of theses centers. This could be done by placing the points at a certain distance each other between the extreme
points of the population.
The choice of where the centers points starts is important for the algorithm both for its efficiency and for its
fastness. So it could be a good improvement to do for the algorithm.
Problem with limit point
There is an other limit with our application. In fact, our algorithm work with real logic, that means that a point
belong to a cluster if it has the smallest distance with the centroid of this cluster. However, if we have a point
that it is exactly a the same distance from two clusters, it is a problem. In order to solve this problem, we could
introduce somme fuzzy logic.
With this fuzzy logic, we could imagine to give a result with a ”part of this cluster” with an indice. That is
means that a point could belong to a cluster on certain degree. So, the user could understand that this object is
perhaps more similar to a first cluster, but, it is quite similar to a second cluster.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Ovierview
The program is a website that the user can use in directly on his computer. It is made of 8 different files and a
repertory containing the images. The files are :
• index.php is the main file of the tool, it calls the functions for the interface and the function of the content
of the page.
• bd.php contains all the functions that the tool uses for the data base. In this file, we can find the functions
selecting the database and the tables that we want, and also the function which allow the user to set the links
and the conditions on the tables.
• fonctions.php contains only functions used for the visual interface.
• data.php is a simple file showing data from a table of a database given with the GET method.
• datamining.php contains all the functions used to do the k-means algorithm. We can find here functions
calculating distance, zScore, Intra and Inter groups distance, and the main function calculating and showing
the results of the k-means algorithm.
• promptSQL.php create and show the result of a query given by the prompt in the first step of the query
engine or given at the end of all the steps of the query engine.
• javascript.js contains all the javascript code. There is some functions for the choice of the links and for the
choice of the conditions, and also some functions for the interface and for some control in forms.
• ruc.css finally is the file where all the css styles are stored.
4.3 Queries engine
The query engine has been made to allow the user to make a query easily in a graphical way. The different steps
of it will be shown in the next part. During theses steps, the application saves all the parameters chosen by the
user for the query in session variables.
When all the parameters have been defined, the function creationQuery() make an SQL query with all the
parameters stored in session. The query is then run and the results are given by the fuction sqlPrompt(query).
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4.4 K-means algorithm
All the functions concerning the K-Means algorithm are in the file datamining.php. The main function kMeans($vTable,$nbK)
has to be lunch with the table containing all the objects ($vTable) and the number of cluster we want ($nbK). All
the data of the table are then normalized using the zScore function.
A center for each cluster is created randomly from the data. The main boucle is lunch and the objects are
assigned and reassigned to groups until there is no new assignation or the number of iteration reach 100 (it will
mean that there is a point between two groups which is assigned alternatively to each group).
When the main boucle is finished, all the distant intra groups and inter groups are calculated and then all the
result is shown on the page.
4.5 Exemple of utilisation
4.5.1 Database configuration
In this part we will explain you how to use this application. For that, we will explain the case of two different
databases to show the possibilities that we can do.
First of all, the user has to lunch the main page ”index.php”. This page will run the connection module which
ask the user the connection’s information about his MySQL server. (cf. fig4.1)
Figure 4.1: Connection’s information of the user’s MySQL server
Then, the user is asked to choose a database to work on. (cf. fig4.2)
Figure 4.2: Selection of the database
When a database is chosen, the user can either make a query manually using the SQL prompt or graphically
using the query engine.
4.5.2 SQL prompt
Here, the user can write his own query with the SQL prompt that we have implemented. (cf. fig4.3)
4.5.3 Queries engine
Selection of attribut
When the user choose a database to work on, all the tables of it are showed with the information about the
attributes. (cf. fig4.4)
On this page, the user can select the attributes that he wants to select with his query. He can also see the data
of the tables by clicking on the link ”Click here to see the data of the table”.
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Figure 4.3: SQL prompt
Figure 4.4: Table and information about the attributs
Selection of the links
After having chosen the attributes he wants, the user has to click on the button ”next”. On the next page, if the
attributes he has chosen are from more than one table, the application asks him to specify the links between the
tables. For that, there is two select box with the different tables that he use, and the attributes from these tables.
To add a link, just select two attributes which have to be linked and click the ”add” button. A new link will be
added in the table of links. (cf. fig4.5)
Figure 4.5: Selection of links between the tables
Selection of conditions
When the links are chosen, the user arrives on the page of conditions. Here, he can set conditions on attributes
to restrict the select query or can just click next and ask for all the values. (cf. fig4.6)
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Figure 4.6: Selection of the conditions
Result of the query
When all the previous steps are finished, the query is made and run on the database. The results are then shown
in a table. (cf. fig4.7)
Figure 4.7: Result of query
4.5.4 Execution of the K-means algorithm
When the user arrives on the page where the results are shown, he can lunch the k-means algorithm on the
results by entering the number of clusters he wants and clicking on the button ”KMeans” in the bottom of the
page. (cf. fig4.8)
Figure 4.8: Execution of the k-means
In order to show how to use the k-means algorithm, we will use a table which contains points on a 2D space.
The table contains three attributes : (name, coord X, coord Y). (cf. fig4.9)
The points can be represented graphically on a 2D plan like on the figure. (cf. fig4.10)
For this example, we choose to run the k-means algorithm with four clusters. It gives us the following result
with the four groups and which points are assigned to them. (cf. fig4.11), (cf. fig4.12)
We can see that the algorithm has made the four groups like we wanted to do. Because of the random choice
of the first centers of the clusters, it makes sometime errors when it makes groups, and this is why there is some
information about the groups. For each groups, we can see the Intragroup distance which is the mean of the
distance between each points of the group and its center. It show us how spread are the points.
At the bottom at the page, there is also more information about groups and the distance between each other.
The user has access to the intergroups distance which is the mean of the distance between each group, the mean
of all the intragroups distance, and the distance between each group center. (cf. fig4.13)
Finally, the algorithm works quite well on this kind of example but, because it use the Manhattan distance, it
should rather be used on data without any geometrical links between the attributes. We chose to use this example
because of the easiness of the representation on a picture.
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Figure 4.9: Table containing the points for the example
Figure 4.10: Representation of the points used for the example
Figure 4.11: Groups 1 and 2
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Figure 4.12: Groups 3 and 4
Figure 4.13: Information about clusters
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4.6 Example of clustering with interpretation
On this example, we will work on the dataset Onu1970, which is a dataset about the daily activities of popula-
tion.
First, we run the k-means algorithm on this dataset in order to examine the result of this clustering. We have
decided to choose 5 clusters. The result of these five clusters is on the different next figures (cf. fig4.14, cf. fig4.15,
cf. fig4.16, cf. fig4.17, cf. fig4.18).
With these five clusters, we are now able to understand more the data and to realize an analysis. So, we will
explain all clusters :
cluster 1: On this cluster, we can see that there are all the men from all the country except from US. We have indiffer-
ently men from west, east country or yougoslavie, worker or not, married or not. Then, we can say that all
these men have quite the same daily activities (according to the attribut choosing).
cluster 2: On this cluster, we can see all the men from US, married or not and worker (we can see that there isn’t
non-worker men from US). Then, we can say that all this kind of people have the same activities (one more
times, according to the attribut).
cluster 3: Now, we have 3 clusters about women. This cluster (cluster 3) is on single women from est, west country
and yougoslavie and worker women from US. We can easily understand the links between all these women,
that can propably have the same activities.
cluster 4: This cluster groups the women non-worker from east country and the married women from west country
and US. Then, we are now able to say that all these women have the same daily activities.
cluster 5: Finally, this last cluster groups all the worker women or married women from east and west country. One
more time, we are able to understand more the relation between all this population.
We have now a better understanding about the data and we can learn information about this survey. However,
we have to think that the relation is built just about the different attribut that we have on the dataset. Moreover, in
each group, the similarities are not on all the attribut.
In order to appreciate the quality of this clustering, we have to look on the ”summary” on all this distance
inter-group and the mean of the distance intra-group. Our goal is to minimize the distance intra-group, in order
to have the best similarity in each groups, and to maximize all the distance inter-group, in order to have the best
difference between each groups. So, we have all this information on the figure (cf. fig4.19).
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Figure 4.14: Result of the cluster 1
Figure 4.15: Result of the cluster 2
Figure 4.16: Result of the cluster 3
Figure 4.17: Result of the cluster 4
Figure 4.18: Result of the cluster 5
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Figure 4.19: Result of all the distances
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Conclusion
Finally, in this report, we have seen the main steps of the data mining process and the main data mining
algorithms. Moreover, we have made a presentation of the data mining area, and now, we can say that data
mining is really important in business process or in research studies.
Thanks to this project, we have learnt more on k-means algorithm, and all the process of data mining. More-
over, in implementing this project, we have been able to understand what are the main problem in making clusters
on a dataset and what are the strengths and the weaknesses of this algorithm. Finally, we have been able to talk
about the limits and the amelioration opportunities that the k-means algorithm offers.
To conclude, in this project, we can find a simple implementation of a k-means algorithm in a php application.
However, this implementation is a bit restrective, because of its simplicity. Indeed, it could be very interesting
to continue the reflexion we have made in this report to look for a better implementation. Nevertheless, our
application works for simple dataset and for simple user, and it was our goal.
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Data Onu 1970
This dataset is about the daily activities about different situation of people.
PROF TRAN MENA ENFA COUR TOIL REPA SOMM TELE LOIS
HAUS 610. 140. 60. 10. 120. 95. 115. 760. 175. 315.
FAUS 475. 90. 250. 30. 140. 120. 100. 775. 115. 305.
FNAU 10. 0. 495. 110. 170. 110. 130. 785. 160. 430.
HMUS 615. 140. 65. 10. 115. 90. 115. 765. 180. 305.
FMUS 179. 29. 421. 87. 161. 112. 119. 776. 143. 373.
HCUS 585. 115. 50. 0. 150. 105. 100. 760. 150. 385.
FCUS 482. 94. 196. 18. 141. 130. 96. 775. 132. 336.
HAWE 653. 100. 95. 7. 57. 85. 150. 808. 115. 330.
FAWE 511. 70. 307. 30. 80. 95. 142. 816. 87. 262.
FNAW 20. 7. 568. 87. 112. 90. 180. 843. 125. 368.
HMWE 656. 97. 97. 10. 52. 85. 152. 808. 122. 321.
FMWE 168. 22. 528. 69. 102. 83. 174. 824. 119. 311.
HCWE 643. 105. 72. 0. 62. 77. 140. 813. 100. 388.
FCWE 429. 34. 262. 14. 92. 97. 147. 849. 84. 392.
HAYO 650. 140. 120. 15. 85. 90. 105. 760. 70. 365.
FAYO 560. 105. 375. 45. 90. 90. 95. 745. 60. 235.
FNAY 10. 10. 710. 55. 145. 85. 130. 815. 60. 380.
HMYO 650. 145. 112. 15. 85. 90. 105. 760. 80. 358.
FMYO 260. 52. 576. 59. 116. 85. 117. 775. 65. 295.
HCYO 615. 125. 95. 0. 115. 90. 85. 760. 40. 475.
FCYO 433. 89. 318. 23. 112. 96. 102. 774. 45. 408.
HAES 650. 142. 122. 22. 76. 94. 100. 764. 96. 334.
FAES 578. 106. 338. 42. 106. 94. 92. 752. 64. 228.
FNAE 24. 8. 594. 72. 158. 92. 128. 840. 86. 398.
HMES 652. 133. 134. 22. 68. 94. 102. 763. 122. 310.
FMES 436. 79. 433. 60. 119. 90. 107. 772. 73. 231.
HCES 627. 148. 68. 0. 88. 92. 86. 770. 58. 463.
FCES 434. 86. 297. 21. 129. 102. 94. 799. 58. 380.
Description of Onu 1970
HAUS : men worker from USA
FAUS : women worker from USA
FNAU : women non-worker from USA
HMUS : men maried from USA
FMUS : women maried from USA
FCUS : women single from USA
HCUS : men single from USA
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HAWE : men worker from west country
FAWE : women worker from west country
FNAW : women Non worker from west country
HMWE : men maried from west country
FMWE : women maried from west country
HCWE : men single from west country
FCWE : women single from west country
HAES : men worker from east country
FAES : women worker from east country
FNAE : women Non worker from east country
HMES : men maried from east country
FMES : women maried from east country
HCES : men single from east country
FCES : women single from east country
HAYO : men worker from Yougoslavie
FAYO : women worker from Yougoslavie
FNAY : women Non worker from Yougoslavie
HMYO : men maried from Yougoslavie
FMYO : women maried from Yougoslavie
HCYO : men single from Yougoslavie
FCYO : women single from Yougoslavie
Description
PROF work
TRAN commute (transport)
MENA home work
ENFA children education
COUR grocery
REPA dinner
SOMM sleep
TELE television
LOIS hobbies
Data US Arrest
This dataset is about murder in US.
Murder Assault UrbanPop Rape
Alabama 13.2 236 58 21.2
Alaska 10.0 263 48 44.5
Arizona 8.1 294 80 31.0
Arkansas 8.8 190 50 19.5
California 9.0 276 91 40.6
Colorado 7.9 204 78 38.7
Connecticut 3.3 110 77 11.1
Delaware 5.9 238 72 15.8
Florida 15.4 335 80 31.9
Georgia 17.4 211 60 25.8
Hawaii 5.3 46 83 20.2
Idaho 2.6 120 54 14.2
Illinois 10.4 249 83 24.0
Indiana 7.2 113 65 21.0
Iowa 2.2 56 57 11.3
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Kansas 6.0 115 66 18.0
Kentucky 9.7 109 52 16.3
Louisiana 15.4 249 66 22.2
Maine 2.1 83 51 7.8
Maryland 11.3 300 67 27.8
Massachusetts 4.4 149 85 16.3
Michigan 12.1 255 74 35.1
Minnesota 2.7 72 66 14.9
Mississippi 16.1 259 44 17.1
Missouri 9.0 178 70 28.2
Montana 6.0 109 53 16.4
Nebraska 4.3 102 62 16.5
Nevada 12.2 252 81 46.0
New Hampshire 2.1 57 56 9.5
New Jersey 7.4 159 89 18.8
New Mexico 11.4 285 70 32.1
New York 11.1 254 86 26.1
North Carolina 13.0 337 45 16.1
North Dakota 0.8 45 44 7.3
Ohio 7.3 120 75 21.4
Oklahoma 6.6 151 68 20.0
Oregon 4.9 159 67 29.3
Pennsylvania 6.3 106 72 14.9
Rhode Island 3.4 174 87 8.3
South Carolina 14.4 279 48 22.5
South Dakota 3.8 86 45 12.8
Tennessee 13.2 188 59 26.9
Texas 12.7 201 80 25.5
Utah 3.2 120 80 22.9
Vermont 2.2 48 32 11.2
Virginia 8.5 156 63 20.7
Washington 4.0 145 73 26.2
West Virginia 5.7 81 39 9.3
Wisconsin 2.6 53 66 10.8
Wyoming 6.8 161 60 15.6
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index.php
<?session_start();?>
<html>
<head><title>Data minator</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="ruc.css" type="text/css">
<?
include "bd.php";
include "promptSQL.php";
include "fonctions.php";
include "datamining.php";
if (isset($_POST["serv"]))
$_SESSION["serv"]=$_POST["serv"];
if (isset($_POST["user"]))
$_SESSION["user"]=$_POST["user"];
if (isset($_POST["password"]))
$_SESSION["password"]=$_POST["password"];
if (isset($_POST["database"]))
$_SESSION["database"]=$_POST["database"];
//echo $_SESSION[’serv’].’ ’.$_SESSION[’user’].’ ’.$_SESSION[’password’];
if (isset($_POST["page"]))
$page=$_POST["page"];
else if (isset($_GET["page"]))
$page=$_GET["page"];
else if (!(isset($_SESSION[’user’]) && isset($_SESSION[’serv’])))
$page="setBD";
else
$page="step1";
?>
<SCRIPT language=’javascript’ src=’./Javascript.js’></SCRIPT>
</head>
<body>
<table border=0 width=1000 bgcolor=#F1F0ED
cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0 align=center class=cadre>
<tr height=74>
<td width=188 background="images/nav_1_1.gif">
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</td>
<td width=624>
<table width=624 height=74 cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0 >
<tr width=624 height=49><td colspan=8></td></tr>
<?
onglets($page);
?>
</table>
</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td width=188 background="images/nav_1_1_1.gif">
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td colspan=4 bgcolor=#758E64 height=1 width=1000></td></tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=4 bgcolor=#F1F0ED height=400 width=1000 align=center>
<!------------------------------------- ZONE DE TRAVAIL ---------------->
<?
if ($page=="setBD")
{
infoBD();
}
if ($page=="step1")
{
mainBD();
}
else if ($page=="step2")
{
$n=0;
foreach($_POST as $key => $post)
{
if(ereg("[a-zA-Z0-9]+-champ[0-9]+",$key))
{
$Champs[$n]=$post;
$n++;
}
}
if ($n>0)
{
$_SESSION["champs"]=$Champs;
$_SESSION["liens"]=null;
$_SESSION["filtres"]=null;
}
// -!- Fin d’enregistrement des champs
choixLiens();
}
else if ($page=="step3")
{
if (isset($_POST["submitLiens"]))
{
$n=0;
$_SESSION["liens"]=null;
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foreach($_POST as $key => $post)
{
if(ereg("lien[0-9]+",$key))
{
$Liens[$n]=$post;
$n++;
}
}
if($n>0)
$_SESSION["liens"]=$Liens;
}
// -!- Fin d’enregistrement des liens
choixTables();
}
else if ($page=="step4")
{
foreach($_POST as $key => $post)
{
if(ereg("typeSelect([0-9]+)",$key,$num) && ($post!="nothing"))
{
if (isset($_POST["selectValuesB".$num[1]]))
$_SESSION["filtres"][$_POST["filtreChamp".$num[1]]]=
array($post,$_POST["selectValuesA".$num[1]],
$_POST["selectValuesB".$num[1]]);
else
$_SESSION["filtres"]
[$_POST["filtreChamp".$num[1]]]=
array($post,$_POST["selectValuesA".$num[1]]);
}
}
// -!- Fin d’enregistrement des filtres
creationQuery();
}
else if ($page=="prompt")
{
sqlPrompt($_POST["texte"]);
}
else if ($page=="kmeans")
{
$vTable=$_SESSION["vTable"];
kMeans($vTable,$_POST["nbk"]);
}
?>
<!------------------------------------- FIN ZONE DE TRAVAIL ---------------->
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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promptSQL.php
<?
if (isset($_GET["TypeRecherche"]))
$table=$_GET["TypeRecherche"];
function sqlPrompt($requete)
{
$vTable = array();
echo ’<b>Query : <br>’.$requete.’</b>’;
echo "<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0>";
if (isset($requete))
{
$connexion = connect();
mysql_select_db($_SESSION[’database’]);
$query=$requete;
$result=mysql_query($query,$connexion)
or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
$rSet = mysql_fetch_assoc($result);
if ($rSet!="")
{
echo ’<tr>’;
reset ($rSet);
$n=0;
while (list($key, $val) = each ($rSet)) {
$vTable[0][$n]=$key;
$n++;
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">’;
echo ’<b>’.$key.’</b>’;
echo ’</td>’;
}
echo ’</tr>’;
}
else
{
echo ’<tr>’;
echo ’<td width="20"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="0"></td>’;
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="0">’;
echo ’<b> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;0 results </b>’;
echo ’</td>’;
echo ’</tr>’;
}
$connexion = connect();
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mysql_select_db($_SESSION[’database’]);
$query=$requete;
$result=mysql_query($query,$connexion)
or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
echo ’<tr>’;
$m=1;
while($data = mysql_fetch_row($result))
{
$n=0;
foreach ($data as $d)
{
$vTable[$m][$n]=$d;
$n++;
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">’;
echo $d;
echo ’</td>’;
}
$m++;
echo ’</tr>’;
}
}
else
echo "No query";
echo "</table>";
echo "<br><br><br><BR><BR>";
$_SESSION["vTable"]=$vTable;
?>
<form method="post"
name="kmeans"
action="index.php"
OnSubmit="return controlChiffres()">
<input type="hidden" name="page" value="kmeans">
Number of clusters : <input type="text" size="4" name="nbk">
<input type="submit" value="KMeans">
</form>
<?
}
function creationQuery()
{
$tabQuery = array();
$tabQuery["bd"]=$_SESSION[’database’];
$tabQuery["champs"]=$_SESSION[’champs’];
$tabQuery["liens"]=$_SESSION[’liens’];
$tabQuery[’filtres’]=$_SESSION[’filtres’];
$table="";
$query="";
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$t=0;
for($m=0;$m<count($_SESSION[’champs’]);$m++)
{
preg_match("/([a-zA-Z0-9_-]+)\.([a-zA-Z0-9_-]+)/",
$_SESSION[’champs’][$m], $infos);
if ($table!=$infos[1])
{
$tabQuery["tables"][$t]=$infos[1];
$table = $infos[1];
$t++;
}
}
$query="SELECT ";
for($m=0;$m<count($tabQuery["champs"])-1;$m++)
{
$query=$query.$tabQuery["champs"][$m].’,’;
}
if (count($tabQuery[’champs’])>0)
$query=$query.$tabQuery["champs"][count($tabQuery["champs"])-1];
$query=$query.’ from ’;
for($m=0;$m<count($tabQuery["tables"])-1;$m++)
{
$query=$query.$tabQuery["tables"][$m].’,’;
}
if (count($tabQuery[’tables’])>0)
$query=$query.$tabQuery["tables"][count($tabQuery["tables"])-1].’ ’;
if (count($tabQuery["liens"])>0 || count($tabQuery[’filtres’])>0)
$query=$query.’where ’;
/*
for($m=0;$m<count($tabQuery[’filtres’])-1;$m++)
{
$query=$query.’ ’.$tabQuery["filtres"][$m].’ and ’;
}
if (count($tabQuery[’filtres’])>0)
{
$query=$query.’ ’.$tabQuery["filtres"][count($tabQuery["filtres"])-1];
if (count($tabQuery["liens"])>0)
$query=$query.’ and ’;
}
*/
$n=0;
if(isset($tabQuery[’filtres’]))
{
foreach($tabQuery[’filtres’] as $key => $val)
{
$filtre="";
switch ($val[0])
{
case "less" :
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$filtre=$key.’ < "’.$val[1].’"’;
break;
case "more" :
$filtre=$key.’ > "’.$val[1].’"’;
break;
case "equal" :
$filtre=$key.’ = "’.$val[1].’"’;
break;
case "between" :
$filtre=$key.’ > "’.$val[1].’"
and
’.$key.’ < "’.$val[2].’"’;
break;
case "different" :
$filtre=$key.’ <> "’.$val[1].’"’;
break;
case "in" :
$filtre=$key.’ in "’.$val[1].’"’;
break;
}
$query=$query.’ ’.$filtre;
$n++;
if ($n<count($tabQuery[’filtres’]) || count($tabQuery["liens"])>0)
$query=$query.’ and ’;
}
}
if (count($tabQuery["liens"])>0)
$query=$query.$tabQuery["liens"][0];
for($m=1;$m<count($tabQuery["liens"])-1;$m++)
{
$query=$query.’ and ’.$tabQuery["liens"][$m];
}
sqlPrompt($query);
}
?>
bd.php
<?
function connect()
{
$connexion = mysql_connect($_SESSION[’serv’],
$_SESSION[’user’],
$_SESSION[’password’]);
return ($connexion);
}
function infoBD(){
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?>
<form method="post" name="infoBD" action="index.php">
<table border=0 width=400 cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0 align=top class=cadre>
<tr><td><b>Informations BD : </b></td></tr>
<tr>
<td>
<input type=’text’ name=serv value=Localhost onClick="select();">
</td>
<td>
<input type=’text’ name=user value=User onClick="select();">
</td>
<td>
<input type=’password’ name=password value=Password onClick="select();">
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><input type="submit" value="Submit"></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
<?
}
function mainBD()
{
$connexion=connect();
?>
<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0 align=top>
<tr>
<td>
<table>
<tr>
<td width=40>
</td>
<td>
<b>Select your database :</b>
</td>
<td>
&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<form method="post" name="recherche" action="index.php">
<tr>
<td width=40>
</td>
<td>
<select name="database">
<?
$mysql_result = mysql_list_dbs($connexion);
while ($ligne = mysql_fetch_row($mysql_result))
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{
echo "<option value=".$ligne[0].">"
.$ligne[0].
"</option>" ;
}
?>
</select>
</td>
<td>
&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=40>
</td>
<td>
<input type="submit" value="Next">
</p>
</td>
<td>
&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
</form>
</table>
</td>
<td>
<form method="post" name="sql" action="index.php">
<input type="hidden" name="page" value="prompt">
<table align=right>
<tr>
<?
if (isset($_SESSION[’database’]))
{
?>
<td colspan=6>
<B>SQL prompt :</B>
<BR>
<BR>
Write your query :
<BR>
<TEXTAREA name="texte" cols=50 rows=8></TEXTAREA>
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<BR>
<tr>
<td colspan=2>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<input type="submit" name="bouton" value="Next">
</p>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
</td>
</tr>
<?
mysql_select_db($_SESSION["database"]);
$mysql_result =
mysql_query("SHOW TABLES FROM ".$_SESSION["database"]."");
if (!$mysql_result)
{
echo ’Impossible d\’exe´cuter la requeˆte : ’ . mysql_error();
exit;
}
// Deuxie`me formulaire
echo ’<form method="post" name="recherche2" action="index.php">’;
echo ’<input type="hidden" name="page" value="step2">’;
while ($ligne = mysql_fetch_row($mysql_result))
{ ?>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
<? table($ligne); ?>
</td>
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</tr>
<? } ?>
<tr>
<td colspan=2>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=40>
</td>
<td>
<input type="submit" value="Next">
</p>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2>
&nbsp;&nbsp;
</td>
</tr>
</form>
</table>
<? }
}
function table($ligne)
{
$query="SHOW COLUMNS FROM ".$ligne[0]."";
$result=mysql_query($query) or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
$result2=$result;
$nbLigne = mysql_num_rows($result);
$i=0;
while($res = mysql_fetch_array($result2))
{
$tab[$i]=$res;
$i++;
}
?>
<table cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0 border=0 width=1000>
<tr align=center>
<td colspan=6>
<b>Table :
<? echo $ligne[0];?></b>
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<a href=’#’ onclick=window.open(
"data.php?table=<? echo $ligne[0].’&bd=’.$_SESSION["database"];?>",
null,"height=768,width=1024,top=100,
left=100,toolbar=no,menubar=no,
location=no,resizable=yes,scrollbars=yes,status=no"
);>
Click here to see the data of the table
</a>
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</td>
<td widt=140 align=left>
<input type=CHECKBOX id=
"<? echo $ligne[0];?>" value="<? echo $ligne[0];?>"
onClick="selectAllBox(this.id,[<?foreach($tab as $r)
{echo ’\’’.($r[’Field’]).’\’,’;}
echo ’\’\’’; ?>]);">Select All
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Champ
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Type
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Null
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Key
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Default
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Extra
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Choix
</td>
</tr>
<?
$nbChamps=0;
// while($r = mysql_fetch_array($result))
foreach($tab as $key => $r)
{ ?>
<tr>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo($r[’Field’]);?>
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo($r[’Type’]);?>
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo($r[’Null’]);?>
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo($r[’Key’]);?>
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo($r[’Default’]);?>
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
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<? echo($r[’Extra’]);?>
</td>
<td width="140" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<input type=CHECKBOX id="<?echo $ligne[0];?>_<? echo($r[’Field’]);?>
" name="
<? echo $ligne[0];?>
-champ
<?echo $nbChamps;?>
" value="
<?echo $ligne[0];?>
.
<? echo($r[’Field’]);?>
">
</td>
</tr>
<? $nbChamps++;
} ?>
</table>
<?
}
function choixTables()//Choix filtres enfait
{
$i=0;
$_SESSION["filtres"]=null;
?>
<form method="post" name="filtre" action="index.php">
<input type="hidden" name="page" value="step4">
<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0>
<tr>
<td width="80" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Table
</td>
<td width="80" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Champ
</td>
<td width="60" bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">
Select
</td>
<td width="700"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490"
border="1" colspan=3>
Values
</td>
</tr>
<?
for($m=0;$m<count($_SESSION[’champs’]);$m++)
{
preg_match("/([a-zA-Z0-9_-]+)\.([a-zA-Z0-9_-]+)/",
$_SESSION[’champs’][$m], $infos);
$table = $infos[1];
$champ = $infos[2];
$connexion = connect();
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mysql_select_db($_SESSION[’database’]);
?>
<tr>
<td bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo $table; ?>
</td>
<td bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<? echo $champ; ?>
</td>
<?
$query="SELECT ".$champ." FROM ".$table."";
$result=mysql_query($query)
or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
$j=0;
while ($ligne = mysql_fetch_row($result))
{
$tabVal[$j]=$ligne[0];
$j++;
}
$tabValtext="[";
for($k=0;$k < $j-1;$k++)
{
$tabValtext=$tabValtext.’"’.str_replace("’"," ",$tabVal[$k]).’",’;
}
$tabValtext=$tabValtext.’"’.$tabVal[$k].’"]’;
?>
<td bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd"
border="1" align=center>
<input type="hidden"
name="filtreChamp<?echo $i;?>"
" value="
<?echo $table.’.’.$champ;?>">
<select id="select<?echo $i;?>"
" name="typeSelect<?echo $i;?>"
onChange=’choixConditions
(<?echo $i;?>,this.value,<? echo $tabValtext; ?>);’>
<option value=nothing>nothing</option>
<option value=less>less</option>
<option value=more>more</option>
<option value=equal>equal</option>
<option value=between>between</option>
<option value=different>different</option>
<option value=in>in</option>
</select>
</td>
<td bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd"
border="0"
width=600 colspan=2>
<div id="typeValues<?echo $i;?>" style="visibility:visible">
</div>
</td>
<!--<td bordercolor="#FDFF15" bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="0" width=350>
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<div id="typeValuesC
<?//echo $i;?>"
style="visibility:hidden"
style="position:relative;z-index:2;">
<input type="text" name="selectValuesC<?//echo $i;?>">
</div>
</td>-->
</tr>
<?
$i++;
}?>
</table>
<input type="submit" value="Next">
</form>
<?
}
function choixLiens()
{
$table="";
$nbTab=0;
//$_SESSION["liens"]=null;
foreach($_SESSION["champs"] as $val)
{
preg_match("/([a-zA-Z0-9_-]+)\.([a-zA-Z0-9_-]+)/", $val, $infos);
if ($table!=$infos[1])
{
$table=$infos[1];
$tabBD[$infos[1]]="";
$nbTab++;
}
}
if ($nbTab<=1)
{
choixTables();
}
else
{
$connexion = connect();
mysql_select_db($_SESSION[’database’]);
foreach($tabBD as $key => $val)
{
$query="SHOW COLUMNS FROM ".$key."";
$result=mysql_query($query)
or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
$nbChamp=0;
while ($ligne = mysql_fetch_row($result))
{
$tabBD[$key][$nbChamp]=str_replace("’"," ",$ligne[0]);
$nbChamp++;
}
}
$tabBDjs="{";
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foreach($tabBD as $key => $val)
{
$tabBDjs=$tabBDjs.’"’.$key.’":[’;
for($i=0;$i<count($val)-1;$i++)
{
$tabBDjs=$tabBDjs.’"’.$val[$i].’",’;
}
$tabBDjs=$tabBDjs.’"’.$val[count($val)-1].’"’;
$tabBDjs=$tabBDjs.’],’;
}
$tabBDjs[strlen($tabBDjs)-1]=’}’;
?>
<script language=javascript>
LoadTabBD(<? echo $tabBDjs; ?>);
<?
if (isset($_SESSION["liens"]))
{
for($m=0;$m<count($_SESSION["liens"]);$m++)
{
echo "addLink(’".$_SESSION[’liens’][$m]."’);";
}
}
?>
</script>
<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0>
<tr><td width="1000"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490"
border="1"
colspan=5>Add links between tables</td></tr>
<tr>
<td width="200" bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd"
border="1">
<select id=’selectTab1’
name=’tab1’
onChange=’changeSelectChamp("champ1",this.value)’>
<option value="">select :</option>
<?
foreach($tabBD as $key => $val)
{
echo ’<option value=’.$key.’>’.$key.’</option>’;
}
?>
</select>
</td>
<td width="200" bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd"
border="1">
<div id=’champ1’>&nbsp;
</div>
</td>
<td width="200"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
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<select id=’selectTab2’
name=’tab2’
onChange=’changeSelectChamp("champ2",this.value)’>
<option value="">select :</option>
<?
foreach($tabBD as $key => $val)
{
echo ’<option value=’.$key.’>’.$key.’</option>’;
}
?>
</select>
</td>
<td width="200"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">
<div id=’champ2’>&nbsp;
</div>
</td>
<td width="200"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd"
border="1" align=center>
<input type="button"
value="Add" onClick=
"addLink(document.getElementById(’selectTab1’).value+’.’
+document.getElementById(’Selectchamp1’).value+’=’
+document.getElementById(’selectTab2’).value+’.’
+document.getElementById(’Selectchamp2’).value)"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<br>
<form method="post" name="liens" action="index.php">
<input type="hidden" name="page" value="step3">
<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0>
<tr>
<td width="1000"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1" colspan=2>
Links added :
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#c7d8bd" width=100>
</td>
<td bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1" align=left>
<div id=’links’>
none
</div>
<script language=javascript>
showLinks();
</script>
</td>
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</tr>
</table>
<input type="hidden" name="submitLiens" value=1>
<input type="submit" value="Next">
</form>
<?
}
}
?>
datamining.php
<?php
function afficheTab($vTable)
{
echo ’Lignes : ’
.count($vTable).
’ &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Colonnes : ’
.count($vTable[0]);
echo "<table border=0 width=1000
cellspacing=1
cellpadding=0>";
for ($i=0;$i<count($vTable);$i++) // Lignes
{
echo "<tr>";
for ($j=0;$j<count($vTable[0]);$j++) // Colonnes
{
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">’;
echo $vTable[$i][$j];
echo ’</td>’;
}
echo "</tr>";
}
echo "</table>";
}
function afficheLigne($vLigne)
{
echo "<table border=0
width=1000
cellspacing=1
cellpadding=0>";
echo "<tr>";
for ($i=0;$i<count($vLigne);$i++) // Lignes
{
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">’;
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echo $vLigne[$i];
echo ’</td>’;
}
echo "</tr>";
echo "</table>";
}
function kMeans($vTable,$nbK)
{
if ($nbK>count($vTable))
{
echo
"the number of clusters should not be more than the number of objects";
return(0);
}
$zScore = array();
$zScore = zScore($vTable);
//afficheTab($zScore);
$kCentres= array();
//Generation des k centres de facons ale´atoires
$i=0;
while($i<$nbK)
{
$x=rand(1,count($zScore)-1);
$existe=0;
for($j=0;$j<count($kCentres);$j++)
{
if ($kListe[$j]==$x)
{
$existe=1;
}
}
if ($existe!=1)
{
$kListe[$i]=$x;
$kCentres[$i]=$zScore[$x];
$i++;
}
}
//echo ’<br> randoms points :’;
//afficheTab($kCentres);
$end=0;
$cpt=0;
$gIndiv = array ();
while ($end==0 && $cpt < 100)
{
//Boucle de calcul des groupes
for ($i = 1; $i < count($zScore); $i++)
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{
$distGroupe = dist($zScore[$i],$kCentres[0]);
$gIndiv[$cpt][$i-1] = 0;
for ($j = 1; $j < count($kCentres); $j++)
{
if ($distGroupe > dist($zScore[$i],$kCentres[$j]))
{
$distGroupe = dist($zScore[$i],$kCentres[$j]);
$gIndiv[$cpt][$i-1] = $j;
}
}
}
for ($i = 0; $i < count($kCentres); $i++)
{
$groupe = array ();
for ($j = 0; $j < count($gIndiv[$cpt]); $j++)
{
if ($gIndiv[$cpt][$j]==$i)
{
$groupe[count($groupe)] = $zScore[$j+1];
}
}
if (count($groupe)>0)
$kCentres[$i]=moy($groupe);
//echo ’<b>’.count($kCentres).’</b>’;
//echo $kCentres[$i][0].’ <-<br>’;
}
//afficheTab($kCentres);
$end=fin($gIndiv);
$cpt++;
}
echo ’number of iterations : ’.($cpt-1).’ <br>’;
$moyIntra = 0;
$nbGroups = 0;
$centresGroups = array();
$intra = array();
for ($i = 0; $i < count($kCentres); $i++)
{
$objIntra = array();
echo "<table border=0
width=1000
cellspacing=1
cellpadding=0>";
echo "<tr>
<td width=’140’
bordercolor=’#FDFF15’
bgcolor=’#9EB490’
border=’1’
colspan=’".count($gIndiv[0])."’>
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<b> Groupe ".($i+1)."</b>
</td>
</tr>";
for ($j = 0; $j < count($gIndiv[0]); $j++)
{
if ($gIndiv[$cpt-1][$j]==$i)
{
//echo ’salut’;
echo "<tr>";
for ($k=0;$k<count($zScore[0]);$k++)
{
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">’;
echo $vTable[$j+1][$k];
echo ’</td>’;
$objIntra[count($objIntra)] = $zScore[$j+1];
}
echo "</tr>";
}
}
$intra[$i] = moyDistIntra($kCentres[$i],$objIntra);
if (count($objIntra)>0)
{
$nbGroups++;
$centresGroups[count($centresGroups)]=$kCentres[$i];
}
$moyIntra += $intra[$i];
echo "<tr>
<td width=’140’
align=center
bordercolor=’#FDFF15’
bgcolor=’#c7d8bd’
border=’1’
colspan=’".count($gIndiv[0])."’>
<b> Intragroup distance = ".$intra[$i]."</b>
</td>
</tr>";
echo "</table>";
//afficheLigne($kCentres[$i]);
}
echo "<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0>";
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td width=’140’
bordercolor=’#FDFF15’
bgcolor=’#9EB490’ border=’1’>
<b> Intergroups distance = ".moyDistInter($centresGroups)." </b>
</td>";
echo "<td width=’140’
bordercolor=’#FDFF15’
bgcolor=’#9EB490’ border=’1’>
<b> Intragroups distances Mean = ".($moyIntra/$nbGroups)."</b>
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</td>";
for ($i = 0; $i < count($centresGroups); $i++)
{
for ($j = $i+1; $j < (count($centresGroups)); $j++)
{
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td bordercolor=’#FDFF15’
bgcolor=’#9EB490’
border=’1’ colspan=2>
<b> dist(Groupe".$i.",Groupe".$j.") =
".dist($centresGroups[$i],$centresGroups[$j])."</b></td>";
echo "</tr>";
}
}
echo "</tr>";
echo "</table>";
?>
<b>Recalculate :</b><br>
<form method="post"
name="kmeans"
action="index.php"
OnSubmit="return controlChiffres()">
<input type="hidden" name="page" value="kmeans">
Number of clusters :
<input type="text" size="4" name="nbk" value="
<? echo $nbK;?>">
<input type="submit" value="KMeans">
</form>
<?
}
function moy($vTable)
{
//echo ’func moy’;
$moy = array();
//$moy[0] = "Moy";
for ($i=0;$i<count($vTable);$i++)
{
for ($j=0;$j<count($vTable[0]);$j++)
{
if (isset($moy[$j]))
$moy[$j]+=$vTable[$i][$j];
else
$moy[$j]=$vTable[$i][$j];
}
}
$nb=count($vTable)-1;
for ($i=0;$i<count($moy);$i++)
{
if ($nb==0)
$moy[$i]=$moy[$i];
else
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$moy[$i]=$moy[$i]/$nb;
}
return ($moy);
}
function ecart($vTable)
{
$moy = moy($vTable);
$ecart = array();
for ($i = 1; $i < count($vTable); $i++)
{
for ($j = 0; $j < count($vTable[0]); $j++)//Ecart type
{
if (isset($ecart[$j]))
$ecart[$j]+=abs($vTable[$i][$j]-$moy[$j]);
else
$ecart[$j]=abs($vTable[$i][$j]-$moy[$j]);
}
}
$nb=count($vTable)-1;
for ($i=0;$i<count($ecart);$i++)
{
$ecart[$i]=$ecart[$i]/$nb;
}
return ($ecart);
}
function zScore($vTable)
{
$moy = array();
$ecart = array();
$zScore = array();
$moy = moy($vTable);
$ecart = ecart($vTable);
for ($i = 1; $i < count($vTable); $i++)
{
for ($j = 0; $j < count($vTable[0]); $j++)//Ecart type
{
if($ecart[$j]!=0)
$vTable[$i][$j]=($vTable[$i][$j]-$moy[$j])/$ecart[$j];
else if ($moy[$j]!=0)
$vTable[$i][$j]=($vTable[$i][$j]-$moy[$j]);
}
}
return ($vTable);
}
function dist($x1,$x2)
{
$dist=0;
for ($i = 1; $i < count($x1); $i++)
{
$dist += abs($x1[$i] - $x2[$i]);
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//$dist += ($x1[$i] - $x2[$i])*($x1[$i] - $x2[$i]);
}
return ($dist);
//return (sqrt($dist));
}
function fin($gIndiv)
{
$end=0;
if (count($gIndiv)>1)
{
$end=1;
for($i = 0; $i < count($gIndiv[0]); $i++)
{
if ($gIndiv[count($gIndiv)-2][$i] != $gIndiv[count($gIndiv)-1][$i])
{
$end=0;
}
}
}
return ($end);
}
function moyDistInter($tab)
{
$moy=0;
$nb=0;
for($i = 0; $i < count($tab); $i++)
{
for($j = $i+1; $j < count($tab); $j++)
{
$moy+=dist($tab[$i],$tab[$j]);
$nb++;
}
}
return ($moy/$nb);
}
function moyDistIntra($center,$tab)
{
$moy=0;
for($i = 0; $i < count($tab); $i++)
{
$moy+=dist($center,$tab[$i]);
}
if (count($tab)>0)
return ($moy/count($tab));
else
return (0);
}
?>
data.php
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<?php
session_start();
include "bd.php";
$connexion=connect();
if (isset($_GET["table"]))
$table=$_GET["table"];
if (isset($_GET["bd"]))
$bd=$_GET["bd"];
mysql_select_db($bd);
echo ’<html>’;
echo ’<head><title>Table : ’.$table.’, Database : ’.$bd.’</title>’;
echo ’<link rel="stylesheet" href="ruc.css" type="text/css">’;
echo ’<body>’;
echo ’<table border=0 width=1000 cellspacing=1 cellpadding=0>’;
echo ’<tr>’;
$query="SHOW COLUMNS FROM ".$table;
$result=mysql_query($query)
or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
$nbLigne = mysql_num_rows($result);
while($r = mysql_fetch_array($result))
{
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#9EB490" border="1">’;
echo $r[’Field’];
echo ’</td>’;
}
echo ’</tr>’;
$query="select * from ".$table;
$result=mysql_query($query)
or die(’Erreur SQL !’.$query.’<br>’.mysql_error());
$nbLigne = mysql_num_rows($result);
while($data = mysql_fetch_row($result))
{
echo ’<tr>’;
foreach ($data as $d)
{
echo ’<td width="140"
bordercolor="#FDFF15"
bgcolor="#c7d8bd" border="1">’;
echo ’<PLAINTEXT>’.$d.’</PLAINTEXT>’;
echo ’</td>’;
}
echo ’</tr>’;
}
echo ’</table>’;
//onclick="window.open(this.href, \’exemple\’, \’height=’.$taille[1].’,
width=’.$taille[0].’, top=100, left=100,
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toolbar=no, menubar=no, location=no,
resizable=no, scrollbars=yes, status=no\’);"
?>
</body></html>
fonction.php
<?php
function onglets($page)
{
?>
<tr height=25 class=onglet>
<td width=10 height=25 id="1g"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifGauche.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
</td>
<td width=80 align=center id="1c"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
<FORM name="setDB" action="index.php" method="post">
<a href=# onClick="ongletInactif();
ongletActif(1);
document.forms.setDB.submit();">
<b>Set DB</b></a>
<INPUT type=hidden name=page value=setBD>
</FORM>
</td>
<td width=13 id="1j"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
</td>
<td width=80 align=center id="2c"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
<FORM name="step1" action="index.php" method="post">
<a href=# onClick="ongletInactif();
ongletActif(2);
document.forms.step1.submit();">
<b>Step 1</b></a>
<INPUT type=hidden name=page value=step1>
</FORM>
</td>
<td width=13 id="2j"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
</td>
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<td width=80 align=center id="3c"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
<FORM name="step2" action="index.php" method="post">
<a href=# onClick="ongletInactif();
ongletActif(3);
document.forms.step2.submit();">
<b>Step 2</b></a>
<INPUT type=hidden name=page value=step2>
</FORM>
</td>
<td width=13 id="3j"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
</td>
<td width=80 align=center id="4c"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
<FORM name="step3" action="index.php" method="post">
<a href=# onClick="ongletInactif();
ongletActif(4);
document.forms.step3.submit();">
<b>Step 3</b>
</a>
<INPUT type=hidden name=page value=step3>
</FORM>
</td>
<td width=13 id="4j"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
</td>
<td width=80 align=center id="5c"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
<FORM name="step4" action="index.php" method="post">
<a href=# onClick="ongletInactif();
ongletActif(5);document.forms.step4.submit();">
<b>Step 4</b>
</a>
<INPUT type=hidden name=page value=step4>
</FORM>
</td>
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<td width=15 id="5d"
style="background-image:url(images/onglets/inactifDroit.gif);
background-repeat: no-repeat;">
</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
<?
echo "<SCRIPT language=’javascript’>";
switch ($page)
{
case "setBD" :
echo "ongletActif(1);";
break;
case "step1" :
echo "ongletActif(2);";
break;
case "step2" :
echo "ongletActif(3);";
break;
case "step3" :
echo "ongletActif(4);";
break;
case "step4" :
echo "ongletActif(5);";
break;
}
echo "</SCRIPT>";
}
?>
ruc.css
/* CSS Document */
.bgRepeatX
{
background-repeat: repeat-x;
}
.cadre
{
BORDER-BOTTOM: #758E64 1px solid;
BORDER-LEFT: #758E64 1px solid;
BORDER-RIGHT: #758E64 1px solid;
BORDER-TOP: #758E64 1px solid;
}
/*couleur des liens des onglets*/
.onglet
{
font-family: verdana;
font-size: 8pt;
font-weight: bold;
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text-decoration: none;
color: #FFFFFF;
}
.onglet a:link {text-decoration: none; font-weight: bold; color: #FFFFFF;}
.onglet a:visited {text-decoration: none; font-weight: bold; color: #FFFFFF;}
.onglet a:hover {text-decoration: none; font-weight: bold; color: #FFFFFF;}
.onglet a:active {text-decoration: none; font-weight: bold; color: #CA0000;}
javascript.js
<!--
function ongletInactif()
{
document.getElementById(’1g’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifGauche.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’1c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’1j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’2c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’2j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’3c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’3j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’4c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’4j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointInactif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’5c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’5d’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/inactifDroit.gif)’;
//alert(document.getElementById(’1g’).background);
}
function ongletActif(id)
{
if (id==’1’){
document.getElementById(’1g’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifGauche.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’1c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’1j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointDroitActif.gif)’;
}
if (id==’2’){
document.getElementById(’1j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointGaucheActif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’2c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’2j’).style.backgroundImage=
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’url(images/onglets/jointDroitActif.gif)’;
}
if (id==’3’){
document.getElementById(’2j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointGaucheActif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’3c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’3j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointDroitActif.gif)’;
}
if (id==’4’){
document.getElementById(’3j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointGaucheActif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’4c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’4j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointDroitActif.gif)’;
}
if (id==’5’){
document.getElementById(’4j’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/jointGaucheActif.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’5c’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifCentre.gif)’;
document.getElementById(’5d’).style.backgroundImage=
’url(images/onglets/actifDroite.gif)’;
}
}
function selectAllBox(table,champs)
{
//alert(table+’_’+champs[i]);
for (i=0; i<champs.length-1; i++)
{
if (document.getElementById(table).checked==true)
document.getElementById(table+’_’+champs[i]).checked=true;
else
document.getElementById(table+’_’+champs[i]).checked=false;
}
}
function choixConditions(numElem,value,tabValue)
{
textHTML="";
for (i=0; i<tabValue.length; i++)
{
textHTML=textHTML+
’<option value=’+tabValue[i]+’>’+tabValue[i]+’</option>’;
}
textHTML1=’<select name="selectValuesA’+numElem+’">’+textHTML+’</select>’;
textHTML2=’<select name="selectValuesB’+numElem+’">’+textHTML+’</select>’;
textHTML3=’<input type="text" name="selectValuesA’+numElem+’">’;
switch (value)
{
case "nothing":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML="";
break;
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case "less":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML=
’than ’+textHTML1;
break;
case "more":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML=
’than ’+textHTML1;
break;
case "equal":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML=
’to ’+textHTML1;
break;
case "between":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML=
textHTML1+’ and ’+textHTML2;
break;
case "different":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML=
’to ’+textHTML1;
break;
case "in":
document.getElementById("typeValues"+numElem).innerHTML=
textHTML3;
break;
}
}
var tabBD = new Array();
var tabLinks = new Array();
function LoadTabBD(tableau)
{
tabBD = tableau;
}
function changeSelectChamp(div,table)
{
if (table == "")
document.getElementById(div).innerHTML="";
else
{
listChamps="<select id=Select"+div+" name="+div+">";
for (i=0; i<tabBD[table].length; i++)
{
listChamps=listChamps+’<option value=
’+tabBD[table][i]+’>’+tabBD[table][i]+’</option>’;
}
listChamps=listChamps+’</select>’;
//alert(listChamps);
document.getElementById(div).innerHTML=listChamps;
}
}
function showLinks()
{
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listLinks="";
j=0;
if (tabLinks.length>0)
{
for (i=0; i<tabLinks.length; i++)
{
if (tabLinks[i]!=null)
{
j++;
listLinks=listLinks+’<b>Link ’+j+’ :</b> ’+tabLinks[i];
listLinks=listLinks+
’&nbsp;&nbsp;<input type="button" value="Del" onClick="delLink(’+i+’)">’;
listLinks=listLinks+
’<input type="hidden" name="lien’+j+’" value="’+tabLinks[i]+’"><br>’;
}
}
document.getElementById(’links’).innerHTML=listLinks;
}
}
function addLink(lien)
{
tabLinks.push(lien);
showLinks();
}
function delLink(i)
{
tabLinks[i]=null;
showLinks();
}
function controlChiffres()
{
s=document.kmeans.nbk.value;
var re = new RegExp("[0-9]+");
// retourne vrai si s est conforme a` l’expression re´gulie`re
if (s.search(re) != -1)
return true;
else
{
alert("You must give a number of clusters");
return false;
}
}
//-->
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